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Figure 1.

Irwin argumentation model

narrative appealing to the characteristics in each section
was entered into CAIRIS, and a representative photograph
was associated with each persona. Figure 2 illustrates the
completed attitudes section associated with Irwin.
E. Applying Attacker Personas

Figure 2.

Complete Attitudes narrative for Irwin

with the respective references previously entered. From
these, visual argumentation models were automatically generated for different attacker personas and their behavioural
variable types. Figure 1 illustrates the argumentation model
associated with Irwin’s Attitude characteristics.
D. Author Persona
Based on the skeleton provided by the persona characteristic for each attacker persona’s behavioural type, a

Once an initial version of the webinos Context of Use Description had been developed, a two day workshop was held
to review the analysis carried out. The workshop participants
were mobile application developers, security specialists, and
usability experts involved with the webinos project. As part
of this workshop, a focus group was held to review the
conventional personas in order to highlight unrealistic and
potentially exploitable user behaviours. Each persona was
presented individually and, where queries were raised about
individual behaviours, the argumentation structure was used
to justify and motivate the persona’s characteristics.
On the second day of the workshop, a similar focus
group session was carried out to review and discuss the
attacker personas. We found that discussing the attacker
personas using the same format as the non-attacker personas
was useful because session participants had, by this stage,
become attuned to the activities associated with validating
personas using their argumentation models. Consequently,
the participants were able to relate to the attackers with the
same ease as they related to the more conventional personas.
By the end of this session, all participants were clear about
the motives and capabilities of each of the attackers that
webinos would need to defend against.
Following this attacker persona focus group, one of the
security experts facilitated a session where a number of
attack trees [1] were developed; these modelled how unauthorised access to user data, application data, and sensitive
webinos APIs might be obtained, and how unauthorised use
of system resources might occur. During this exercise, the
attacker personas were frequently used to suggest certain
steps that might (or might not) be taken as part of an
attack. As well as re-grounding and validating the attacker

